On behalf of the editorial board of the International Journal of Contemporary Medical Research and my co-editors I am delighted to announce the publication of the inaugural issue of this journal. This peer reviewed journal will be quarterly publication i.e. four issues in a year and will publish original full length research articles, short communications, review papers covering empirical and theoretical contributions covering advances in medical and allied fields research. Scientific correspondence, conference meeting/report, book/database review which provides outreach to the scientific community will be given due importance. The content of the journal thus covers different domains of medicine and is confluence of research fields that relates to the field in various ways.

IJCMR is multidimensional, peer reviewed, Open Access gateway for the exploration of scientific discoveries and new research in the medical, dental and other sciences and is the periodical publication intended to communicate with the scientific community to further the progress of mankind. It represents the collaborative efforts of many scientists and scholars from various disciplines. Science literatures have evolved from time to time in terms of specialization and target audience. Reports of new research findings are important to fuel novel assumptions and discoveries that can only be in existence through the publication of scientific journals like IJCMR. Although some science journals are multidisciplinary, most journals are highly specialized and they publish articles related to specific scientific fields. In an attempt to maintain quality and ensure validity of the research being published, IJCMR subject the articles through a rigorous peer-review process, honouring copyrights.

For researchers in the developing world, there is a strong pull toward publishing their research in well-established journals of developed countries due to not much availability of high standard journals in the developing world. But the result is that this research becomes inaccessible to researchers, clinicians, and health policy makers in developing countries, given their limited access to the internet and
more over the high cost of online or other subscriptions to the established journals. In a present culture of ‘Publish or Perish’ which has unfortunately emerged within the scientific world. The pressure to publish has been cited as a cause of poor work being submitted to academic journals. The idea of this journal was borne through intense discussion with many scholars over a period of time to reduce such burden by being fully open access journal and decreasing the publication pressure on the scholars so that some fruitful research can be published in a short span of time for the betterment of mankind. IJCMR welcome articles from everyone.

It does not matter whether you are still a student or a well-experienced research scholar. If you have a high quality article describing your research, you can submit your work to be evaluated for publication. The peer review requirements are still in play, but now the barriers of academic standing and experience which too long defined the publication of other journals has been removed. We will be introducing a new concept shortly - “Your Manuscript Your Way” in our future issues which will remove the time-consuming formatting requirements for an initial submission and will save the valuable time of the researchers.